CBP is a quarterly publication of the SABR Bibliography Committee. Its purpose is to list all the current baseball related publications published during each quarter and each calendar year. Publications are grouped into the following twelve broad categories:

1. Anthologies, Book Reviews, Essays.
2. Biographies, Autobiographies, Personal Accounts.
3. Adult Fiction and Poetry.
5. Hobby:
   A. Rotisserie and Fantasy Leagues.
   B. Card and Memorabilia Collecting.
6. Humor and Trivia.
7. Instructionals, Fitness, Rules.
8. Juvenile Works:
   A. General Works.
   B. Biography.
   C. Fiction.
10. Magazines, Newsletters, Newspapers.
11. Movies, Videos, Computer Software.
12. Selected Journal Articles from magazines.

Although some publications may belong in more than one of these categories, they are listed only once in their most obvious (at least to the compiler) category. Items omitted or over-looked in one quarter will appear in the next issue or as soon as bibliographic data is found, even though they may have been released much earlier. Entries are numbered and run consecutively through each issue. Each entry contains the following information (or as much as is known):

- Author (s). Title. Publisher. Address of Publisher. Phone number of publisher (especially if small press or self-published), number of pages, whether or not the book contains photographs, an index, bibliography, notes, chronology, statistics, appendix, etc. Price for both a hardcover and paperback edition (if published) and ISBN and ISSN numbers are included as well. If it is a reprint, original publisher and year of the first edition are noted. Occasionally entries contain comments on the publication, if the compiler has had time to read or review the item. The month where an item is first noticed on the book shelves is noted (note the release date maybe much earlier than the date listed). Release dates as shown on the Amazon.com web-site sometimes are provided. Also a source for the data is listed if the item has not been viewed by my own eyes.

I make no claim to have listed all publications in any category. Please direct your comments, additions, criticisms to the editor, Rich Arpi, 2445 Londin Lane E, # 410, Maplewood, Mn. 55119-5593 (rwaces@cs.com). Your help will make CBP a better and more comprehensive bibliography. Items with their number in bold are new to this quarterly edition of CBP (October-December 2006)

CURRENT BASEBALL PUBLICATIONS

Volume 21, Number 4.

January - December 2006

Compiled by Richard W. Arpi, SABR Bibliography Committee.

Section I: Anthologies, Book Reviews, Essays:


02. Edgerton, Robert B. *Baseball Around the World: A Comparative Anthology of the Many Different Meanings of the
Game. Edwin Mellen Press (236 pp., photos, $ 109.95 h) 0-7734-5914-6


05. Randall, Stephen and Playboy editors. The Playboy Interviews: They Played the Game. Milwaukie Press, 10956 SE Main Street, Milwaukie, Oregon 97222 (mpressbooks.com) (480 pp., index, $ 22.95 h with dj) 1-59582-046-9; seen in April; includes Aaron, Barry Bonds, Jeter, and Pete Rose.


Section II: Biographies, Autobiographies, and Personal Accounts


14. Bowering, George. Baseball Love. Talonbooks. (256 pp., $ 17.95 p) 0-88922-529-X; released on March 1, 2006. Bowering is a Canadian poet; but this is a memoir about a baseball road trip intertwined with a love story. Could be fictional tale but written as a memoir, anyway.

15. Browning, Tom with Dann Stupp. Tom Browning's Tales from the Dugout. Foreword by Joe Nuxhall. Sports Publishing (192 pp., $ 19.95 h) 1-59670-046-7; released in March: anecdotes from Browning's days as a Reds pitcher.


18. Carno, Zita. *How to Win 20 Games Without a Fastball.* Crossfire Books (order from author at 813-968-2823 or croggie@tampabay.rr.com) ($18.95 p) 0-977564-0-8; conversations with Yankees pitcher Eddie Lopat.


28. Grant, Jim "Mudcat" with Tom Sabellico and Pat O'Brien. *The Black Aces: Baseball's Only African-American Twenty-Game Winners.* Black Aces LLC (www.theblackaces.com or 323-365-3221 (LA phone) or 516-249-5800 NY phone) ($34.95 or $44.95 for autographed copy) 0-9779421-04; book on the 13 following pitchers (Don Newcombe, Sam Jones, Bob Gibson, Jim Grant, Earl Wilson, Fergie Jenkins, Dontrelle Willis, Al Downing, Vida Blue, J.R. Richard, Dwight Gooden, Dave Stewart and Mike Norris) released on April 29.


35. Kashatus, William C. *Money Pitcher: Chief Bender and the Tragedy of Indian Assimilation*. Penn State University Press (216 pp., $ 29.95 h) 0-271-02862-9; released on March 30th.

36. Kelley, Brent. *Baseball's Bonus Babies: Conversations with 24 High-Priced Ballplayers Signed from 1953 to 1957*. McFarland Publishers (800-253-2187) (213 pp., photographs, appendix, index, $ 29.95 p) 0-7864-2519-9; book released on March 10th on the bonus rule of the 1950s which forced ballplayers signed for more than $4,000 to spend two years on the major league roster before they could be sent to the minor leagues.

37. Kelly, Mike "King." *"Play Ball" Stories from the Diamond Field and Other Historical Writings About the 19th Century Hall of Famer*. McFarland Baseball Historical Baseball Library # 9 (series editors Gary Mitchem and Mark Durr) (800-253-2187) (220 pp., photographs, appendices, index, $ 35.00 p) 0-7864-2363-3; released in March; autobiographical title piece, another short item attributed to Kelly, music and lyrics to "Slide, Kelly, Slide," and newspaper articles from Kelly's era.


45. Moore, Gary W. *Playing with the Enemy: A Baseball Prodigy, A World at War, and a Field of Broken Dreams*. Foreword by Jim Morris. Savas Beatie Books (336 pp., $ 29.95 h) 1-93271-424-3; biography of an Illinois farm boy whose promising big league career was altered by World War II.


51. Phillips, John. *The Story of Patsy Tebeau.* see entry above for address. $ 4.95 booklet.
52. Phillips, John. *The Story of Larry Lajoie.* see entry above for address. $ 4.95 booklet.
53. Phillips, John. *The Story of Eddie Mayo.* see entry above for address. $ 4.95 booklet.
55. Phillips, John. *The Story of Rip Russell.* see entry above for address. $ 7.95 booklet.
56. Phillips, John. *The Story of Howie Pollet.* see entry above for address. $ 4.95 booklet.
57. Phillips, John. *The Story of Claude Passeau.* see entry above for address. $ 7.95 booklet.
58. Phillips, John. *The Story of Bobby Avila.* see entry above for address. $ 7.95 booklet.
59. Phillips, John. *The Story of Virgil Trucks.* see entry above for address. $ 4.95 booklet.
60. Phillips, John. *The Story of Joe Cambria.* see entry above for address. $ 6.95 booklet.
61. Phillips, John. *The Story of Catfish Metkovich.* see entry above for address. $ 5.95 booklet.
63. Phillips, John. *The Story of Candy LaChance.* see entry above for address. $ 5.95 booklet.
64. Phillips, John. *The Story of Charlie Hickman.* see entry above for address. $ 8.65 booklet.
65. Phillips, John. *The Story of Billy Jurges.* see entry above for address. $ 5.95 booklet.
66. Proctor, Ken. *Baseball Memoirs of a Lifetime: 77 Years of Loving the Game.* Self-published www.kenproctor.com or 206-365-0793) (302 pp., $ 39.95 h) 0-9777281-10; released in March....stories, history, humor, trivia, folklore, literature compiled by the author who is a former player, coach and UCLA baseball Hall of Famer.
73. Schmidt, Mike with Glen Waggoner. *Clearing the Bases: Juiced Players, Monster Salaries, Sham Records, and a Hall of Famer's Search for the Soul of Baseball.* New York: Harper Collins (199 pp., photographs, acknowledgements, $ 24.95 h with dj) 0-06-085499-5; seen in March.


77. Snider, Duke with Phil Pepe. **Few and Chosen: Defining Dodger Greatness Across the Eras.** Foreword by Don Zimmer. Chicago: Triumph Books (200 pp., $ 27.95 h) 1-57243-805-3; released in March.


81. Stevenson, Rosemary with W. C. Madden. **Don't Die on Third.** Madden Enterprises (maddenmddg@aol.com) ( $ 9.95 p); 0-9645819-6-5; biography of the former Grand Rapids Chicks AAGPBL star.

82. Stewart, Mark and Mike Kennedy. **Hammering Hank: How the Media Made Henry Aaron.** Guilford, Conn.: Globe Pequot Press (Lyons Press) (252 pp., photographs, bibliography, index, $ 22.95 h with dj) 1-59228-930-4; seen in April.


85. Terwilliger, Wayne with Nancy Peterson and Peter Boehm. **Terwilliger Bunts One.** Guilford, Conn.: Globe Pequot Press (Insiders' Guide) (311 pp., photographs, statistics, index, $ 16.95 p) 0-7627-4310-7; autobiography of 1950s Senators infielder (and other teams), major league coach (Twins and others), independent league coach and manager (St. Paul and Fort Worth), released in late June or early July 2006.


Section III: Fiction and Poetry
90. Boggs, Johnny D. **Camp Ford: A Western Story**. Five Star First Edition Westerns. (264 pp., $25.95 h) 1-59414-129-0; a 99-year old recalls Union prisoners playing base ball with confederate guards in Texas during the Civil War.

91. Burman, Howard. **A Man Called Shoeless**. Publish America (www.publishamerica.com or 301-695-1707) (603 pp, $39.95 p) 1-4241-1192-7; released in January. Author did extensive research on Joe Jackson and this is his book which has extensive fictionalized dialogue. Some might list this book as a biography; but I have chosen to place it under fiction.

92. Feldman, Jay. **Suitcase Sefton and the American Dream**. Chicago: Triumph Books (229 pp., $22.95 h with dj) 1-57243-812-6; seen in March. In 1942, shortly after Pearl Harbor, Yankees scout Suitcase Sefton finds phenom Japanese pitcher Jerry Yamada. Yamada’s family has been relocated to the internment camps and he is not sure about pursuing a baseball career.


94. Meleras, Benjie. **The Golden Moment**. Trafford Publishing ($17.95 p); A Division III College pitcher heads for Europe and then the Toronto Blue Jays discover him.

95. Naiman, Joe. **Another Chance**. Pearn & Associates, Inc. (156 pp, $29.95 h) 0-9773318-2-0; released on July 13, 2006; baseball, time travel, and the story of Barabbas; listed as for ages 4 to 8...but adults might appreciate it as well.

96. Nemo, John. **The King's Game**. self-published (see lulu.com or johnnemobooks.com or Northwestern Bookstores in Minneapolis-St. Paul) (256 pp, $14.95 p) 1-4116-8551-2; released in July....veteran pitcher finds himself pitching the Seventh game of the World Series unaware that this would be is final game...essay by Nemo's father also is included.

97. Rowe, G.S. **Foul Ball in Beantown**. Pocol Press (240 pp., $17.95 p) 1-92976-327-1; fourth in the Will Beaman baseball mystery series. Will finds himself in the midst of intrigue during the 1918 World Series.

98. Von Euw, Michelle Helene. **Daughters of the Diamond: Nine Stories**. ProQuest/UMI. (183 pp., $69.99 p) 0-54218-620-9; released on March 17, 2006; I am not sure if this book is fiction or not....


Section IV: History, Economics, General Works


112. Claerbaut, David. *Cardinals Essential: Everything You Need to Know to Be a Real Fan*. Chicago: Triumph Books. (188 pp., $ 19.95 h) 1-57243-833-9; released on March 20, 2006. I don’t know about you, but I am somewhat insulted by the sub-title.


116. Dempsey, John Mark, editor. *Sports-Talk Radio in America: Its Context and Culture*. Haworth Half-Court Press (221 pp., $ 39.95 h) 0-7890-2589-2; also a paperback for $ 17.95 (0-7890-2590-6) released in October...not strictly baseball; but might be of interest to some.


121. Felt, Ivan and Harris Conklin. *Believeniks! 2005 The Year We Wrote a Book About the Mets*. New York: Doubleday (270 pp., $ 22.95 h with dj) 0-385-51716-5; seen in April.

122. Fidler, Merrie A. *The Origins and History of the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League*. Foreword by Jean Cione. McFarland Publishers (800-253-2187) (400 pp., photographs, tables, appendices, notes, bibliography, index, $ 39.95 h ) 0-7864-2243-2; released on June 30th. more on league organization and management.
than earlier works on the AAGPBL.


Heidenry, John and Brett Topel. *The Boys Who Were Left Behind: The 1944 World Series between the Hapless St. Louis Browns and the Legendary St. Louis Cardinals.* University of Nebraska Press (173 pp., $ 29.95 h) 0-8032-2428-1; released in March.

Hindle, John. *Jackrabbits in the Outfield: A Journey Inside the Winnipeg Goldeyes and the Northern League of Professional Baseball.* (from author at jackrabbitsintheoutfield.com for $ 20.00 and $ 8.00 ph Canadian) Hindle was the first general manager of the Goldeyes, 1994-2001; he also spent a year at Sioux Falls in 2003.


Huber, Mike. *West Point's Field of Dreams: Major League Baseball at Doubleday Field.* Vermont Heritage available through West Point gift shop...see address below) ($ 21.00 p) 0-911853-18-9; listed in March 2006 SABR Bulletin.


Keating, Peter. *Dingers: A Short History of the Long Ball.* New York: ESPN Books. (ca. 200 pp., $ 16.95 h) 1-933060-09-3; seen in April

Klein, Alan M. *Growing the Game: The Globalization of Major League Baseball:* Yale University Press (288 pp., $ 30.00 h) 0-300-11045-6; released on September 18, 2006.


Lamster, Mark. *Spalding's World Tour: The Epic Adventure that took Baseball Around the Globe and Made it America's Game.* New York: Public Affairs. (341 pp., photographs, notes, appendices, bibliography, acknowledgements, index, $ 26.00 h with dj) 1-58648-311-0; seen in April.

Larson, Dave. *Wide Awakes, Invincibles and Smokestackers: Early Baseball in Tall Timber Country, 1869-1905.* Kirk House Publishers, P.O. Box 390759, Minneapolis, Mn. 55439 or davebev@fidalgo.net (174 pp., photographs, $ 25.00 p and $ 4.00 ph) 1-886513-45-7; seen at SABR convention in June. covers early baseball history in the Pacific northwest.

Laurila, David. *Interviews from the Red Sox Nation.* Maple Street Press (www.maplestreetpress.com) distributed
by Potomac Books, Inc. (500 pp., $24.95 h) 0-97774-361-6; released on July 10th.


162. Lowry, Philip J. Green Cathedrals: The Ultimate Celebration of Major League and Negro League Ballparks. New York: Walker & Company (264 pp., photo credits, photos, bibliography, index, $ 26.95 h) 0-8027-1562-1; Expanded version of his 1986 work of the same name.


180. Poland, Hugh. *Steal Away: Devotions for Baseball Fans*. Judson Press (148 pp., $ 13.00 p) 0-8170-1491-1; scripture combined with quotes and stories from baseball greats; Released on March 6, 2006.


191. Rubin, Adam. *Pedro, Carlos, and Omar: A Season in the Big Apple with "Los Mets."* Lyons Press. (248 pp., photographs, $22.95 h) 1-59228-875-8; mostly *New York Daily News* articles on the 2005 Mets. Released in March 2006. Amazon has a slightly different sub-title listed; anyone know the correct one?


201. Stang, Mark and Phil Wood. *Nationals on Parade: 70 Years of Washington Nationals* Photographs. Orange Frazer Press (208 pp., $39.95 h) 1-933197-70-2


photographs, photo credits, essay on sources, index, $ 29.95 h with dj) 0-87351-551-X; released in March.


Section V: Hobby


Section VI: Humor and Trivia


220. McEntire, Madison. *Big League Trivia: Facts, Figures, Oddities and Coincidences from our National Pastime.* From author (3803 Roxbury Drive, Bryant, Arizona 72022; see big-league-trivia@sbcglobal.net) (194 pp., $ 18.95 p and $ 3.95 p/h) 1-42591-292-3; trivia in short paragraph form rather than questions and answers.


Section VII: Instructionals, Fitness and Rules

226. Angus, Jeff. *Management by Baseball: The Official Rules for Winning Management in Any Field.* New York: Harper Collins (272 pp., $ 22.95 h) 0-06-111907-5; released in May; how baseball strategies can be used in any business or occupation.


230. Crowley, Dr. Richard. *Mentalball: Beat Your Invisible Opponent at its own Game.* BookSurge (Cahil House Publishing) (186 pp., $ 19.95 p) 0-97785-662-3; released on May 9, 2006; baseball featured but applicable to many sports.


234. Murphy, Dale. *The Scouting Report: Professional Athletics.* (self-published, available through Amazon.com) (100 pp., $30 h) 1-93289-836-0; advice from the former Atlanta Braves star on how to select an agent, money investing, balancing career and family etc. Released on November 1, 2005.


Section VIII: Juvenile Works

fiction


240. Tunis, John R. *The Kid From Tomkinsville.* Harcourt (Odyssey Classics) (300 pp., $ 5.95 p) 0-15205-641-6; reprint released in March 2006; originally released by Harcourt, Brace in 1940.


242. Tunis, John R. *Rookie of the Year.* Harcourt (Odyssey Classics) (240 pp., $ 5.95 p) 0-15205-648-3; reprint released in March 2006; originally released by Harcourt, Brace in 1944.

Section IX: Statistics, Reference, Annual Works


247. Charlton, James, editor. *The National Pastime: A Review of Baseball History Number 26.* SABR Publication distributed by University of Nebraska Press (128 pp., $ 14.95 p) 1-933599-03-0; released in April


255. Hamann, Rex, editor. *The All-Time Rosters of the Milwaukee Brewers of the American Association, 1902-1952* from the editor, 14201 Crosstown Blvd., N.W., Andover, Mn. 55304-3311 (AAAlmanac@hotmail.com) $20.00 booklet


258. Idelson, Jeff, executive editor. *National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum 2006 Yearbook*. (136 pp., color photographs, $10.00 p)


265. Most, Marshall G. and Robert Rudd. *Stars, Stripes and Diamonds: American Culture and the Baseball Film*. McFarland Publishers (800-253-2187) (200 pp., photographs, filmography, bibliography, index, $29.95 p) 0-7864-2518-0; released in April...I suspect this book will be used by most people more as a reference work, thus its listing here...


pp., $24.95 p) 1-891566-06-7; apparently released in December 2005.


278. Wayman, Joseph. Grand Stand Baseball Annual. self-published. order from author at P.O. Box 4203, Downey, California 90241-1203 (562-806-2734) ($ 11.95 p....this issue covers 1876-1889)

Section X: Magazines, Newspapers and Newspapers

279. The American Association Almanac: A Baseball History Journal (1902-1952) self-published by Rex Hamann, 14201 Crosstown Blvd. NW, Andover, Mn. 55304-3311 (pure457@aol.com or 763-862-8187) $ 8.00 for six issues/year, Summer 2006 issue is volume 5, number 3 and covers 20-Game winners for the Minneapolis Millers and St. Paul Saints, 1902-1911.


281. Baseball America. Allan Simpson, editor. P.O. Box 2089, Durham, North Carolina 27702 (1-800-845-2726) (one year - 26 issues at $ 61.95, web-subscription only for $ 42.00 ) ISSN 0745-5372; published since 1981.


284. Baseball Youth. (Baseballyouth.com....Dugout Media Inc. ) six issues per year for $ 24.95 BOOOGW75W


286. Braunstein’s Met and Yankee Minor League Reporter. Andrew Braunstein, editor. Check’s payable to Braunstein’s Reporter, 117 West 74th Street, Apartment 4C, New York, New York, 10023 (12 issues per year for $ 25.00 / $ 37.00 foreign) source: Baseball America. Contains draft-trade analysis; scouting reports; statistics; top 10 updates; who's hot, who's not; from GCL to AAA.

287. Chop Talk (Atlanta Braves). Wonderdog Publishing, Inc., 3057 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Suite 200, Duluth, Georgia 30097 (monthly magazine for $ 34.95)...send subscriptions to P.O. Box 922847, Atlanta, Ga. 30010-2847 (877-655-2467)

288. Diehard (Boston Red Sox). Citadel Publishing Co. LLC PMB 250. 1916 Pike Place, Suite 12, Seattle, Washington 98101-9907 (10 times per year for $ 44.95 mail or $ 39.95 internet) call 888-979-0979.
289. **The Elysian Fields Quarterly.** Tom Goldstein, editor. Knothole Publishing, P.O. Box 14385, St. Paul, Mn. 55114-0385 (888-535-9742) published in January, April, July and October for $ 22.50/year. ISSN 1526-6346. All-Star 2006 issue was volume 23, number 3. $ 5.95 per single issue

290. **Gameday.** John Bonnes, editor. Tom Genrich, publisher. (independent program and scorecard that covers but is not affiliated with the Minnesota Twins, ca. 20 pp., sold outside the Metrodome in Minneapolis, $ 1.50 per issue) SABR members Tom Swift, Kyle Eliason, Peter Schilling, Stew Thornley are frequent contributors. Published since 2002 (2006 issues are listed as volume 5, anyway)

291. **The Grand Salami.** Jon Wells, editor and publisher. Grand Salami Publishing, P.O. Box 16164, Seattle, Washington 98116 (206-762-9229 or grandsalami@comcast.net) covers but is not affiliated with the Seattle Mariners. One year for $ 20 ($ 21.76 for Wash. residents), 2 years for $ 35.00 ($38.08) or 3 years at $ 50 ($ 54.40), $ 3.00 per issue otherwise. Published since 1996 and some back issues are available. June 2006 was volume 11, number 3.

292. **Indians Ink** (Cleveland Indians). Citadel Publishing Co. LLC PMB 250, 1916 Pike Place, Suite 12, Seattle, Washington 98101-9907 (10 times per year for $ 44.95 mail or $ 39.95 internet). call 888-979-0979.


295. **2006 Major League Baseball Yearbook and Fantasy Guide.** Max Duffy, editor in chief; Dennis Page, publisher (162 pp., $ 8.95 p) seen in March.

296. **Memories and Dreams.** Jeff Idelson, executive editor. Friends of the Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum, 25 Main Street, Cooperstown, New York 13326 (6 issues per year, ca. 32 pp., color photos etc.)


298. **Old Cardboard eNews.** (on-line baseball magazine devoted to vintage baseball cards) (http://www.oldcardboard.com/eNews/eNews22/eNews22.htm), Lyman and Brett Hardeman, editors.

299. **The Reds Report** (Cincinnati Reds). Columbus Sports Publications, P.O. Box 12453, Columbus, Ohio 43212 (monthly magazine in its 19th year in 2006, $ 34.95) call 800-760-2862.


302. **SABR Committee Newsletters**...contact national SABR Office at 812 Huron Road East, # 719, Cleveland, Ohio 44115 (216-575-0500) latest known issue noted below: I have fallen behind in this area.an issue after the one listed may be available. See also www.sabr.org since many are now online.

   Armed Forces, June 2006, 4 pp., $ 2.00
   Asian, Dec. 2004., 9 pp. $ 3.00
   Baseball Records, June 2006 4 pp., $ 2.00
   Bibliography, July 2006, Ron Kaplan, editor. 6 pp., $ 3.00
   Biographical Research, Sept./Oct. 9 pp., $ 3.00
   BioProject (Baseball Lives), February 2005 (vol. 1, number 1), Mike Cooney, editor.
   Business of Baseball, (Outline the Lines) Winter 2006, John Ruoff, editor, 11 pp, $ 4.00
   Collegiate, May 2006, 4 pp., $ 2.00
   Deadball (The Inside Game), Charles Crowley, editor, May 2005, 6 pp., $ 2.00
   Latin America, (La Prensa del Beisbol Latino) Spring 2006, Anthony Salazar, editor, 6 pp., $ 2.50
   Minor Leagues, Summer 2006, 4 pp., $ 2.00 (John Schleppi, editor)
Music and Poetry, one issue so far in 2004.
Negro Leagues Courier, Col. Sammy J. Miller, editor. August 2006, $ 2.00
Pictorial History, Dec., 2 pp., $ 1.00
Science and Baseball, (Rising Fastball), Sept. 2004, Ken Heard, editor.
Scouts, December 29, 2004, volume 5. number 2. Bill Clark, chairman, 6 pp., $ 2.00
Spring Flings (Kevin Saldana, editor) Spring Training, Dec. 2004
Statistical Analysis, May 2006, 20 pp., $ 4.00
Umpire and Rules, Spring, 5 pp., $ 2.00
Women in Baseball, August 2006, 4 pp., $ 2.00 (Leslie Heaphy, editor)

303.  St. Louis Cardinals Gameday Magazine. St. Louis Cardinals Publications, 100 S. Fourth Street, Suite 1200, St. Louis, Missouri 63102 (314-345-9303) (8 issues per year; April-October, winter recap for $ 33.00 via stlcardinals.com).

304.  Sporting News Baseball  (208 pp., $ 7.99 p) seen in March.


309.  USA Today Sports Weekly Fantasy Guide 2006. (800-USA-1415) $ 4.95 and $ 2.00 ph; sold on newsstands ’ through April 3, 2006.


Section XI: Movies, Videos, DVDS, Audio, and Computer Software


313.  The Bases Are Loaded. Nagel Films (Passion River) color, 65 minutes, $ 24.95; BOOOHT375Q (DVD)


316.  Farewell Portland Beavers, 1903-1993. Kirk Findlay, producer. (kj.finley@yahoo.com or 360-921-6624) $ 20.00 interviews with PCL players Eddie Basinski, Ad Liska, Artie Wilson, Lou Piniella and other.


318.  Major League Baseball 2K6. Video baseball game for GameCube, Xbox, or Xbox 360 ($ 19.99)
319. **Mario Superstar Baseball.** Video baseball game produced by Nintendo for GameCube ($ 49.99)

320. **MLB SlugFest 2006.** Baseball video game for Play Station 2 and Xbox ($ 19.95)

321. **MLB 06: NCAA Baseball.** Baseball video game for Play Station 2 and Xbox (Electronic Arts) ($ 19.99)

322. **MLB 06: The Show.** Video baseball game for Play Station 2 (Sony) ($ 29.99). see www.readyforthesteshow.com


324. **Pure Heat: Ultimate MLB Flamethrowers.** see ShoutFactory.com ($ 19.95) dvd

325. **Space Man: A Baseball Odyssey.** Brett Rapkin and Josh Dixon, producers. New York: Rapdaddy Productions (70 minutes, $ 19.98 DVD) the life of Bill "Spaceman" Lee order via www.spacemanincuba.com


**Section XII: Extremely Small Sample of Magazine Articles from Various Publications.**

327. **Iowa Heritage Illustrated.** State Historical Society of Iowa. 402 Iowa Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319-335-3912) entire issue devoted to Iowa baseball history ($ 11.00 p)

some complete addresses for publishers

ACTA Publications (ACTA Sports)
5559 West Howard Street
Skokie, Illinois 60077
800-397-2282
www.actasports.com

Ann Arbor Media Group (Sports Media Group)
2500 South State Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

University of Alabama Press (Fire Ant Books)
P.O. Box 870380
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487-0380
(205-348-5180)

Arcadia Publishers (Images of Baseball Series)
420 Wando Park Boulevard
Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina 29464
(1-888-313-2665)
www.arcadiapublishing.com

Baseball America
P.O. Box 2089
Durham, North Carolina 27702-9917
1-800-845-2726
www.baseballamerica.com

Capital Publishing (John Phillips)
105 Heather Glen Blvd.
Kathleen, Georgia 31047